ΚΙη[ΒΡ20β(0Η)] was synthesized under mild hydrothermal conditions. The reactions were carried out with mixtures of In metal (0.057 g) dissolved in 1 ml of HCl (18%), H3BO3 (0.062 g) and K2HPO4 (0.522 g) (molar ratio of In:P:B = 1:2:3) in aqueous solution. The mixtures were sealed in glass tubes (after adding 1 ml H2O to achieve a degree of filling of 30%) with subsequent heating at 418 Κ for 14 days. The starting materials were all of analytical purity grade. 
Discussion
With the increasing interest in microporous materials, the syntheses of compounds like borophosphates with open framework structures have drawn much attention during the past few years and show a rich crystal chemistry [1] , Systems including a p-block metal have not been widely explored up to now besides two compounds with Al and Ga [2, 3] reported only recently and two phases with In in the present issue [4, 5] , The structure of the title compound is isotypic to the K-Fe [6] and ammonium-In analogues [5] . The structure is characterized by isolated InOs(OH) octahedra sharing common O-corners with phosphate and common 0(OH)-corner with hydrogenborate groups from the trinuclear oligomeric units [B2P40i6(0H) 2] 8~.
The condensation of the borophosphate oligomers with In-coordination octahedra via common comers results in a three-dimensional framework which contains elliptical channels running along the a axis. The cross section of the channels is defined by eight-membered octahedral/tetrahedral rings (two In coordination octahedra, four phosphate-and two borate-groups). Potassium ions are distributed within the open channels. The In-O and In-OH bond distances range from 2.110 Â to 2.179 Â. Both the oligomeric borophosphate and the coordination octahedron of In are similar to its K-Fe-and NH4-In-analogues [5, 6] by considering the bond distances In-Ο, Ρ-O and Β-O and bond angles. 
With the increasing interest in microporous materials the syntheses of compounds like borophosphates with open framework structures have drawn much attention during the past few years and show a rich crystal chemistry [1] , Systems including a p-block metal have not been widely explored up to now besides two compounds with Al and Ga [2, 3] reported only recently and two phases with In in the present Issue [4, 5] . The structure of the title compound is isotypic to the K-In and K-Fe analogues [5, 6] and is characterized by isolated InOs(OH) octahedra sharing common O-corners with phosphate and common 0(OH)-corner with hydrogenborate groups from the trinuclear oligomeric units [B 2 P40i6(0H) 2 ] 8 ". The condensation of the borophosphate oligomers with In-coordination octahedra via common corners results in an overall three-dimensional framework which contains elliptical channels running along the a axis. The cross section of the channels is defined by eight-membered octahedral/tetrahedral rings (two In coordination octahedra, four phosphate-and two borate-groups). Ammonium ions are distributed within the open channels. The In-O and In-OH bond distances range from 2.104 À to 2.171 À. Both the oligomeric borophosphate and the coordination octahedron of In are similar to its K-In-analogue [5] and the Na-In compound [4] by considering the bond distances In-Ο, Ρ-O and Β-O and bond angles. [4, 5] . The structure of the title compound is isotypic to the Fe [6] , Al and Ga analogues [2, 3] The mixtures were sealed in glass tubes (after adding 1 ml H2O to achieve a degree of filling of 30%) with subsequent heating at 408 Κ for 90 days. The starting materials were all of analytical purity grade.
Experimental details
The quality of the crystal studied was not good enough, which is reflected in the resulting high Ä-values.
Discussion
The synthesis of compounds like borophosphates with open framework structures has drawn much attention during the past few years due to their potential applications as microporous materials. The variety of crystal structures known up to now already shows a rich crystal chemistry [1] , Systems including a p-block (3) ) = 0.079, T= 293 K.
Source of material
The crystallising solution was made up from commercial 0.5 M aqueous solutions of A. R. grade.
Discussion
In order to standardize all entries of powder diffraction patterns for gypsum and synthetic calcium sulphate dihydrate, the JCPDS CUc. This now seems to be generally accepted as the standard setting, but although it has the correct systematic absences, the symmetry is wrong, and according to International Tables [3] this is cell choice 2 (A2/n) in the setting C2Jn. This incorrect assignment was noticed in the course of the present work, only after data collection according to this cell choice and then transformed to the correct C2/ccell witha,b,c = 6.28 Â, 15.20Â, 6.52 k\ß= 127.4°, where ai + bj + ck = -a'i -b'j + (a' + ¿>')k ; with i, j, k being the unit vectors. This choice of unit cell [3] has the correct setting of the space group, but being less eccentric, is now recommended as the standard setting. In the lower figure, a projection along the b axis of the actual unit cell (drawn to scale) is shown together with all previous choices. The unique b axis is common for all cell choices. The space group symmetry for the standard cell is also shown as a guide to the different specifications of the space group. A comparison of the crystal structures of the mineral gypsum with the synthetic material confirmed that there are no differences between the structures. The agreement with the neutron results is particularly striking, with the only significant difference related to the position of H(2), which is clearly wrong in the present work. It is still an improvement over the previous best X-ray study of Cole & Lancucki [4] in which hydrogen position could not be refined against the data. Important issues for discussion are the shape of the sulphate ion and the hydrogen bonding. The known deviation of the sulphate geometry from a symmetrical tetrahedron is convincingly confirmed, while the observed hydrogen-bonding is essentially the same as observed before.
In the final analysis the structure of pure gypsum is now known in sufficient detail from X-ray diffraction to allow an analysis of distortions, introduced by dopants, such as lanthanide ions. 
Source of material
The title compound was prepared as a pure sample by solid state synthesis from a stoichiometric mixture of CsBr, Re, S powder and liquid bromine. After being sealed under an argon residual pressure, the silica tube was heated to 1173 Κ in a vertical furnace during 132 h followed by a cooling to room temperature in 6 h.
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Discussion
The octahedral core of the rhenium cluster is slightly distorted: the independent Re-Re bond lengths range from 2.590 (1) The developed formula is: {IReeSeW^IS^BrM^BnT • CsReôSsBr3 is isostructural with CsReôSegb (although the size of the ligands is significantly different in these two examples), the structure of which has been previously reported [1] , but with a limited accuracy (R = 0.076). The stacking of the title compound can be compared to that of the neutral, ternary Re6SgBr2 one [2] but in the latter the Bi"-Cs-Bi" coulombic interactions are replaced with strong Re-Bi^-Re bridges, giving rise to a true 3-D structure. 
